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EDITORIAL
Our second year! Thank you all for renewing your subscriptions; our membership is
increasing and now stands at 62 households. You will see from the Programme that we have
tried to provide once again a varied list of lectures, outings, and social occasions. The Garden
Party on Sunday the 20th June was blessed by good weather and attended by 30 members and
friends who enjoyed the beautiful gardens at the Bury and the nature walk around the
woodlands. The highest number of different species of trees counted was twenty-nine by
Doug Bone. In another ten years the newly planted trees should be magnificent.
On Sunday the 18th July we have arranged for a conducted tour of Norfolk to visit Castle Acre
and its Abbey with stops in Swaffham and other places of special interest. The coach will be a
'vintage' one and you are invited to bring your luncheon hampers for a meal on the Village
Green at Great Massingham. Tickets are available from the Secretary. In September there
will be an Exhibition lasting a week in the Village Hall: it will demonstrate the history of
Thriplow and its people. It seemed to the Committee to be a good time to inaugurate an
annual prize for the best essay, or poem, on Thriplow, to be submitted by one of the senior
pupils at our School. We would then consider publishing the work in the Journal. The prize
will be a book token for £15.
In this issue you will find an article by our Vicar, the Rev. Jim Mynors, on Thriplow's
Churchyard. We hope that it will prove a useful guide to Thriplow's residents when searching
for their family histories. Our collection of rural bygones has been substantially improved by
a gift of old farm equipment from Mr. and Mrs. Terry Black, former residents of Fowlmere.
Many thanks to Peter Freedman for arranging it and to Nigel Smith for helping to bring the
equipment to Thriplow. The machinery includes : a large drag plough about fifty years old,
two wheeled water carriers, a sack barrow, heavy scales for weighing sacks of potatoes, a
small seed drill, and a metal cage for hanging game. We shall soon make an effort to clean
and restore them to working condition.
Peter Speak and Shirley Wittering, Joint Editors.

PROFILE - KIRSTEN MARGARET BONE

I was born in the Maternity Hospital, Mill Road Cambridge on 3rd June 1977 when my
parents were living in Fowlmere, but by the time I was ready to attend School we had moved
to 1 Fowlmere Road, Thriplow and I have lived there ever since. I transferred from the Play
group to the Infants and was taught by Mrs Lovett helped by Mrs Speak and Mrs Moule. In
due time I moved up to the Juniors under the Head ships of Rod Halls, Allan Ogden, and Mrs
Anderson. It is a good School and Thriplow is a good place in which to grow up.
A small school teaches toleration of others and you know everyone. You also get
more individual attention from the teachers and it allows you to develop you own abilities.
Unfortunately when I left to go to Melbourn Village College I was the only one that year and
although my brother Andrew was at the College I felt very lonely for most of the first year. I
did find however that I was ahead of my age in reading and I was later surprised to see that
some of them could not read very well. We had learned about most things and I was much
better prepared for Senior School than I might have been. Our form teacher Mrs Childerley
was very kind; she stayed with us for two years.

I have just finished at the College having taken my GCSE examinations in Physics,
Biology, Chemistry, English, Maths, French, Art, History, and Drama. I am hoping that I
have done well enough to take up my place at Hills Road Sixth Form College in Cambridge
where I shall take Intermediate Maths, Media Studies and Performing Arts at 'A' Level
together with Dance at 'AS' Level. My ambition is to take the three year course in Musical
Theatre at the Mountview Theatre School in Islington, London.
Growing up in Thriplow was very special for me: we had lots of freedom and could
go virtually everywhere in the village. There were no restrictions and I knew everyone. So
long as my mother knew whom I was with she did not worry. We would build tree houses,
play on the Recreation Ground and in the Cricket Meadow. It all seemed very safe and the
shape of the village fields and roads encourages contact. For some time I enjoyed working
for Cuth Wenham on the pig farm and Claire Smith and I had a vegetable plot there but the
chickens would come and eat our produce!
Thriplow is fine up to the age of twelve or thirteen but then there is little else to do
and no entertainment. There are not enough children to form an effective Youth Club. The
buses are hopeless and too expensive. Consequently the young people just drift around and
do nothing. Although I have friends in Fowlmere the youngsters in the surrounding villages
keep themselves to themselves, and the idea of a joint Youth Club just would not work. I
now have a good social life and we are able to organise things for ourselves. I am an active
member of Thriplow Amateur Dramatic Society, I go sailing at Ely with Robin Freeling who
used to live in the village, and my Dad and I like to go sea fishing. I enjoy the meetings and
social events of the Thriplow Society. But if I go to College in London I shall miss Thriplow
and come back as often as I can.

BASKET MAKING
Among the earliest baskets known are those found in excavations in Egypt in 1912 and dating
from about 8000-10000 BC. A piece of basket from this discovery is still in existence today
in the care of the Basket maker's Company in London. Evidence of very ancient basket
making has been found all over the world: Inca work from Peru, baskets made by the North
American Indians, aboriginal baskets from Australia etc., suggesting that there was no one
source from which the craft first began.
The Egyptian heiroglyph for the letter 'k' is a basket (see drawing) and baskets of this
shape were found in Tutankhamen's tomb when it was opened by Howard Carter in 1922.

Egyptian heiroglyph for the letter 'K', a basket with one handle.
The Bible records instances of the use of baskets. Moses was put into a basket when
he was a baby by his mother and hidden among the bulrushes in the hope that he would not
be found by the Pharaoh's soldiers. Boats made from willows and known as coracles are still
used today by fishermen on the River Severn. Another example is the parable of the loaves
and fishes; when Jesus had addressed the 5000 strong multitude and found they were hungry,
the five loaves of bread and the two fish produced enough leftovers to fill "twelve great
baskets"!
Coming nearer to our own time; in the first half of this century and earlier, baskets
were used for carrying virtually anything you can think of where today we would use wooden
crates, cardboard boxes or plastic bags. Among the more unusual uses were Bath chairs with
basket work bodies, basket work crates for transporting individual bicycles from the makers
to all parts of the Empire, wheeled baskets for parcel delivery by the Post Office and baskets
for maturing Stilton cheeses. Today, among the largest kind of basket ever made is the hot
air balloon basket. Nothing is better than the flexible willow for protecting man from the
shock of a bumpy landing. Balloon baskets are made by a firm in Great Yarmouth which
also produces baskets of various kinds for landing fish.
Like a good many of our former country crafts, methods, materials and jargon are
intensely local. In England, we use three of the 18 native species of willow as suitable for
making baskets. If you buy an imported Chinese basket, it will either be made of a different
variety of willow or from bamboo or cane. Other countries use whatever is available such as
reeds or leaves. The early Egyptian baskets were made of reeds. We still use twisted straw
to make skeps (hives) for bees. The English method of making baskets is different from just
across the Channel in France. The French developed a system of using moulds or patterns
over which they shape their baskets and this method can sometimes identify an import from a
locally-made product. Moulds were also used in Portugal.
Above all, the names of baskets and the materials used are very local. A fish basket is
called a cran in Grimsby but a swill in Yarmouth. The raw material is called willow, osier,
withy, sallow, wicker, wattle etc., depending on whether it grows in the Somerset Levels, the

Broads, the Trent Valley or somewhere else. Locally, hybrids are often developed which
display better the qualities required for basketry (length and flexibility) and these are given
very local names such as 'Black Maul', 'Moss Redbuds', 'Mawdesley's Scanes' and so on.
Basket making is very labour intensive and doesn't lend itself to mechanisation.
Though the planting, tending, harvesting and preparation (such as peeling) of willows is now
largely mechanised, no-one has yet invented a machine that will make shopping baskets
(thank goodness!). This is the main reason why cardboard boxes have superseded baskets for
packaging and why plastic bags are used so much for the weekly visit to the supermarket.
But willows have a quality that the plastic bag cannot have, they are a completely renewable
resource. Willows are cut annually and the same stools or pollards will produce another crop
next year and the year after. It is not generally realised that the greatest growth intensity of a
willow tree is in its first three years of life so basketry is able to give a better rate of return (in
terms of the reserves of raw material) than the manufacture of cardboard boxes (which
requires the felling of mature trees).
At the turn of this century, villages were served by itinerant basket makers who came
round at regular intervals, set themselves up in some prominent position such as the village
green, and made baskets there and then to order. In fact, right up to the fifties, it would have
been common to find at least one basket maker in most towns. There were two in Royston
for example. Charles Henry Bullard in the High Street and Barron & Son on Market Hill.
Willows still grow in Fowlmere Bird Reserve and may well have been used in the past to
make baskets for transporting watercress to market.
Thriplow had its osier beds behind Townsend Springs though the only use to which
the willows were put, according to Rose Moule, is that the late Bert Baker (then the
gamekeeper) made them into hurdles. If you know any more about Thriplow's osier beds,
what happened to the cut willows or have any information about itinerant basket makers
visiting Thriplow, please let me know.
W. O. Wittering

This basket made around 1950 probably comes from the Grocers of the same name in Bury St
Edmunds
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